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I NEVER thought I'd get to write a story called ''The night I met Oprah Winfrey'', but here it is.

Ten thousand people crammed into Federation Square yesterday to see the TV star for 12 minutes but
last night I ended up at a private dinner for 20 in Toorak with her.

My friend Megan Castran always dreamt about Oprah visiting her in Australia and if there's someone
who can make dreams come true, it's the Big O.
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Oprah Winfrey in Melbourne
Oprah on stage with Prime Minister
Julia Gillard and Victorian Premier
Ted Baillieu. Photo: Wayne Taylor

Mrs Castran met Oprah in Hawaii in 2006 and sat in her Chicago audience the year later. After the
show, she gave Oprah her business card and the TV star told her she would call if she was coming to
Australia.

Oprah stuck to her word. She told me last night there was something special about Mrs Castran's

IN FULL: Oprah thrills Melbourne fans
Full speech: Oprah takes to the stage at Federation Square to thank Aussies for their warm hospitality.
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business card. ''There was something about her energy. I kept it in the right-hand side of my desk.''

Mrs Castran has held taco nights at her luxurious home for 20 years and when inviting me to last night's
dinner, she said it was to celebrate her birthday, which was on Wednesday. Oprah was the icing on the
cake.

Mrs Castran, surrounded by devoted husband Paul and children Max and Zoe, had invited 20 close
friends including golfer Stuart Appleby and his wife, Ashley Saleet, Natasha Stipanov, Ronnie Atlas,
Sarah Walker and Meghan McGann.

The doorbell rang at 6pm and Mrs Castran screamed when she saw Oprah. They hugged and Oprah
handed over two bottles of tequila, Porfidio and Parfida. Well, it was taco night and tequila shots were
in order.

A beaming Mrs Castran, declared: ''This is one of life's great moments.''

Dozens of cameramen, sound recordists, producers and PR people from Oprah's Harpo Productions
buzzed around. Pearl restaurant staff took over the kitchen to prepare canapes and the tacos.

Oprah, wearing jeans and a shirt with her hair expertly blowdried, as usual, sat with us outside by the
pool and picked up the taco shell with her hands - like the rest of us. We learnt that she sleeps five hours
a night. She reiterated that we Aussies are so ''darn friendly'', saying: ''There is a vibrance (sic) and
confidence in Australia that I haven't seen in other places.''

Then she made an announcement. ''Everyone here is coming to Sydney!'' There was applause and
cheers.

Pastry chef Christopher Montebello from South Melbourne speciality cake shop Let Them Eat Cake
made a flourless chocolate cake of Uluru with Oprah sitting on top. Singer Paris Zachariou serenaded
Oprah with his own ditty, cheekily called Billionaire.

Mr Castran, who has done well for himself in real estate, joked: ''Anyone who said money can't buy
happiness doesn't know where to shop.''

Commenting on being wealthy, Oprah said: ''You should try it.''

Oprah asked about Australian values, our lifestyle and even mentioned ''sex'', curious how parents
educated their children about the birds and the bees.

Ross Wilson, who came with wife Tania, performed his classic song Eagle Rock and Oprah danced
around the pool. Wilson said: ''It can't get better than that.''

At 7.30pm, Oprah departed with her Uluru cake, pausing on the tennis court to reflect: ''I got to meet
real people in a real family setting. That was as good as it can ever get.''
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Also in Entertainment:

U2

It probably helps if you have the Pope on speed dial – direct line upstairs and all. While
Oprah may be threatened by rain today, last night at the first of two massive outdoor shows
at the Olympic stadium, U2 had only a zephyr breeze and blue skies.

Also in Entertainment:

James Dibble, 'the face and voice of the ABC', dies at 87

THE man who presented ABC TV's first news bulletin, James Dibble, has died from cancer. He was 87.

Also in Entertainment:

Eyes of Mona Lisa may say who she is

ROME: An Italian researcher has sparked new controversy over the world's most famous
painting by claiming Leonardo da Vinci painted tiny letters into the eyes of the Mona Lisa
which may finally reveal the identity of his model.

Also in Entertainment:

Block Tuesday: Plea to avoid Circular Quay as Oprah fever peaks

Sydneysiders are being urged to avoid Circular Quay tomorrow, with thousands of people
expected to flood the CBD to catch a glimpse of the world's most famous talkshow host.

Also in Entertainment:

Jack Johnson was laid-back but security had the audience feeling antsy

GENE RANSOM had a bad night out at the Domain on Saturday. For his 62nd birthday, his
kids had given him tickets for Jack Johnson, the laid-back singer-songwriter from Hawaii
who Ransom rates as ''extremely pleasant listening''.

Also in Entertainment:

Can Kidman bag an Oscars double?

After five years of box office bombs including Australia, Nine and The Invasion, Nicole
Kidman is in the hunt for not one, but two Oscars this Hollywood awards season.

Also in Entertainment:

Not all right Jack: blame flies over Johnson gig

The security company and bar operator behind a highly-criticised Jack Johnson concert in Sydney over the
weekend both say they were only following organiser's orders.

Also in Entertainment:

Song about a crime YouTube's most watched

Antoine Dodson's dramatic reaction to a local crime has spawned the most-watched
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YouTube video of the year, excepting music videos.

Also in Entertainment:

Smith's on Bayswater

If The Bayz was the Spirit of Sydney Dining Past, Smith's on Bayswater is determined to
belong to the present.

Also in Entertainment:

Colin Firth's crowning glory

The King's Speech ensures Colin Firth's reign as a leading man continues and takes the
actor one step closer to winning an Oscar, writes Steven Zeitchik.
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